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Where are solutions
before they’re found?
Welcome to the home of the curious.
A place for those who know that imagination,
curiosity and solution finding are what humans
are made of. Thinking college or university might
not be for you? But eager to keep learning and
gain career-boosting qualifications? This is a
chance to earn a real salary, while you learn.
We offer life-changing careers where you’ll be
working with our clients on projects from the start.
deloitte.co.uk/careers
What impact will you make?
© 2019 Deloitte LLP. Deloitte LLP is an equal opportunities employer.

FOREWORD

FIND YOUR FUTURE WITH BTEC
Are you making important decisions about your future career and feeling
overwhelmed by the number of possible choices? Everyone who knows you from
your teachers and careers advisors to your parents and friends will have a view on
what career or course is right for you. The stakes are high, and finding information
to help put you on the right path to your perfect job isn’t always easy.
The traditional academic path of A Levels
and university isn’t right for everyone and
the costs can really stack up. In fact, a
recent poll (YouGov 2018) showed just a
quarter of UK adults considered university
the top way of getting a better start in life,
compared to a third who believe you are
better off going straight into work.
Contrary to popular opinion, employers
definitely don’t just want graduates. They
are crying out for skilled young people
to fill roles in their companies. According
to the 2017 CBI/Pearson Education and
Skills Survey, 75% of businesses expect to
increase the number of high-skilled roles
over the coming years but 61% fear there
will be a lack of skilled people to fill them.
If you already have an idea of what sort of
career you might like to go into, taking a
course that is going to prepare you for that job
is worth serious consideration. Taking a BTEC
qualification or an apprenticeship for example
could give you some real advantages over
your friends going to university.

You’ll be gaining real skills you can use
and that employers actually want. You
could save time getting into your first real
job by taking a course that only lasts 2
years rather than the 3 needed to complete
a degree. Finally (and it’s a big one) you
would save a lot of money on loans and
living costs. If you started an apprenticeship
you would get paid a proper salary from
day one with a really great chance of a full
time job at the end of your course.
At Pearson (the people who created BTEC),
we want to help you find a path and a future
that’s right for you. To help you get informed,
we’ve put together some videos of real people
who have chosen to take the BTEC route.
You’ll learn why they chose to study for a BTEC
qualification, what the course was actually like
and what jobs they are doing now.
If you are interested in pursuing a career in
the Health and Social Care sector, we have
also teamed up with CareerMap to support
your career planning. From paramedic to
podiatrist to personal trainer, check out what
different jobs in healthcare are really like,
find a course or take the quiz to match your
personal strengths to your perfect job.

Best wishes from all at Pearson and the BTEC team
with your career choices over the coming months!
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LEARN

AT THE DEEP END

Apprentice opportunities
Take a deep breath. Because our apprentice programme will throw you right into
some of the most complex and challenging work out there. Earning while you’re
learning, you’ll get immediate and meaningful involvement in infrastructure
projects that shape daily life. And we’ll be there to support you, every step of the
way. Your line manager, our development team, ex-apprentices – they’ll all be
there to help. And you’ll join a regional network of apprentices, who’ll share the
whole experience with you.
Whether you’re interested in a business, technical or construction career, you’ll
have the chance to shape your future at Balfour Beatty.
balfourbeatty.com/apprentices

@balfourbeatty

#ShapeEverything
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Spring is on the way!
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We hope you enjoy this packed issue of Careermag just in time for National
Careers Week and National Apprenticeship Week. Both run from 4 - 8
March 2019. Keep your eye out for exciting events near you using #NCW19
and #FireItUp. If you think university might not before you, have a read about
degree apprenticeships - imagine getting a full degree without the debt!
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ABOUT CAREERMAG
Careermag is designed to provide quality
information about careers and qualifications.
Careers are not a linear path and you cannot
know what you don’t know. We aim to inspire
and inform about all sorts of careers and
opportunities, now and in the future. We look
at all the pathways you can take, be that
vocational, academic and/or professional.
Look out for our Special Editions and
Careermag for Parents!
We welcome your input! Please get in touch if you
have any questions or something to contribute.
Contact the Editor at info@careermag.co.uk

ABOUT APPRENTICESHIPS
An Apprenticeship lets you learn and earn
at the same time. You work for an employer
and pick up professional skills on the job
– in anything from accountancy to zoology –
while also going to college. You can use an
Apprenticeship to gain nationally recognised
qualifications right from Level 2 to Degree level.

Careermag is published by Careermap Ltd ©2019
All material is copyrighted both written and illustrated. Reproduction in part or whole is strictly
forbidden without the written permission of the publisher. All images and information is collated
from extensive research and along with advertisements is published in good faith. Although the
author and publisher have made every effort to ensure that the information in this publication
was correct at press time, the author and publisher do not assume and hereby disclaim
any liability to any party for any loss, damage, or disruption caused by errors or omissions,
whether such errors or omissions result from negligence, accident, or any other cause.

In this edition you will find Sector Spotlights on Retail, Health & Social Care,
Creative Careers, Business & Finance and the Gaming Industry.
We love meeting Myles McLeod of the BAFTA award winning
McLeod Brothers. Find out more about he got his job!
Not sure what you want to do, find about some interesting careers on page 58.
We would love your feedback! And if you don’t want to miss a single issue,
you can subscribe for free at: careermap.co.uk/careermag-registration

From all of us - enjoy!
The

Team
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CASE STUDIES

LIFE STORIES

What’s it really like to be an apprentice?
We asked a few people to share their experiences.

MCDONALD’S APPRENTICE
MENTOR INITIATIVE
THE SECRET TO SUCCESS
Average Learners per annum: 550
Recruited apprentices: 120
PARTNERING SINCE: January 2017
DELIVERING
Hospitality Team Member Level 2
Hospitality Supervisor Level 3
Customer Service Practitioner Level 2
Business Administrator Level 3
Operations/Departmental Manager Level 5
Supporting McDonald’s Vision:
Established in 1948, McDonald’s today comprises of over 1,200
restaurants in the UK and their mission is to be the ‘best-loved
company in the UK and Ireland’. McDonald’s and Lifetime
Training began our partnership in January 2017 and launched
our first apprenticeship together in May 2017. McDonald’s
ambition was simple…
“To create best in class programmes delivered in partnership
with our award-winning training providers that place the learner
experience at the centre of success. Our people can gain a nationally
recognised apprenticeship standard with our fantastic apprenticeship
programmes, offering more opportunities than ever before”
To support this vision, a key element was to support the role of
the Apprentice Mentors, who are allocated to every apprentice.
Mentors are there to help apprentices throughout their learning
journey and act as the first point of contact for Lifetime Trainers.
To support the Mentors effectively, Lifetime Training created a
wealth of comprehensive resources. This includes a dedicated
community on our social learning platform, Mentor guides,
support sessions and we make sure our Lifetime Trainers are fully
trained on the role and responsibilities of the Mentors.
McDonald’s currently holds an 84% success rate for those on an
apprenticeship. McDonald’s are a great example of how the support
a Mentor provides their apprentices is invaluable and contributes to
strong retention rates within the apprenticeship population.

0333 014 3669
apprenticerecruitment@lifetimetraining.co.uk
www.lifetimetraining.co.uk/apprenticeship-vacancies
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AHMED MUNSHI
BAE SYSTEMS
A project management apprentice and student
mentor who defied his family’s wish for him to go to
university has been crowned Apprentice of the Year
at the Asian Apprenticeship Awards.
Ahmed Munshi of BAE Systems, who has mentored nine school
and college students alongside his work and studies, took home
the top accolade at the award ceremony in Birmingham.
Although his family hoped he would follow the traditional route
to university, Ahmed was convinced a higher apprenticeship
would be the perfect combination of academia and work.
Ahmed says, “The apprenticeship has enabled me to improve
my personal qualities, to be a more well-rounded individual, not
simply from an occupation perspective. BAE Systems has helped
me to become socially conscious, participating in activities that
go beyond my day-to-day work life.”
“I strongly believe a person should wake up in the morning
with two feet on the ground and feel that they are making a
difference to someone’s life.”
Olga Bottomley, Head Judge, said Ahmed was chosen as the
winner because he had “embraced working life and his studies”
and had an “incredibly strong social-responsibility ethic”.
“He had to persuade his family of the wisdom of applying for an
apprenticeship, and since that point, he has become a fantastic
ambassador for his company and apprenticeships more widely.”
“Ahmed works closely with his local mosque and he mentors
other young people. He is truly someone to watch as his
career develops.”

Find out more at www.baesystems.com

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

CASE STUDIES

LIFE STORIES
ELLA
IBM – DO YOUR BEST WORK EVER

SAMIUL CHOUDHURY
SENIOR TECHNICAL OFFICER

Apprenticeships at IBM are all about picking up
skills for the workplace and embarking on a long
and successful career. We have your professional
development in mind from the day you join us as
a permanent employee. In addition to the day job
there are plenty of opportunities to get involved
in social activities and volunteering with other
Apprentices, Students and Graduates.

Samiul Choudhury, 22, is a Senior Technical Officer
(STO) at Network Rail’s London Bridge Depot.

Ella joined IBM as a Junior Management Consultant as she knew
she wanted a business role, and the JMC pathway allowed her
to try out any area from marketing or design work to a Business
analyst or project management role.
We asked Ella what hints and tips she would pass on to
a student about the IBM recruitment process. She replied,
“Preparation is essential! Throughout the recruitment process you
will be asked to give a lot of examples where you have shown
key skills and values, so make sure to think beforehand of where
you have demonstrated certain attributes that would bring value
to IBM.
“For the online tests do your best and don’t rush through them,
and for the assessment centre use the opportunity to show how
well you come across in person. You have done well to get to
this stage so be confident but assertive in both the interview and
team challenges.”

After completing A levels in Maths, Physics and Art he was
in two minds about university or going straight into work. He
applied for an apprenticeship and has never looked back:
“I would 110% recommend the apprenticeship route. A lot
of people go to uni due to family pressures, or just having
something to do. But they may still face a tough time getting a
job after graduation. With an apprenticeship, from day one
you are being tailored and mentored for a future role within
the company. They invest money in you, send you on training
courses and you are continually learning on the job – preparing
you for a permanent position after completing the scheme. I also
feel that there is no wasted time - everything you are taught is
something you will apply at some point in the future.
“After college I knew I wanted to get into some form of
engineering as I always felt comfortable around numbers and
problem solving. I was drawn to Network Rail as something I
could see myself doing and it’s surpassed my expectations. I’m
fortunate to work at a very busy depot where I am constantly
kept on my toes.
“People have the idea that engineering isn’t very diverse and
you always have to sweat and get your hands dirty, but that’s far
from the truth. It offers a fair culture with diverse teams. You can
choose the path you most enjoy.”

Find out more at www.ibm.com
@IBMCareersUKI

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

Find out more at www.networkrail.co.uk/apprenticeships
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People know that you are

accredited
to a certain standard.
Richard Thompson RITTech

IT Operations Engineer Royal College of Nursing (RCN)

Find out how to get on the
register - www.bcs.org/rittech

FEATURE

WANT A CAREER IN THE TECHNOLOGY INDUSTRY?
Whether you’re creative, scientific or a maths genius, consider a digital
apprenticeship today and find your place in this thriving and diverse industry.

Why choose the technology industry?
Technology is everywhere. It’s an integral and
indispensable part of our lives. From mobile
phones to Instagram and Snapchat, from
silicon chip design to apps, websites and
mobile banking – technology is always on, it’s
always there and it’s always changing.
Little wonder then, that people who
understand how technology works - and
how to use it creatively - are in huge
demand. The size of the technology
industry also means there’s a huge variety
of careers to be found.

“RITTech has developed my
career and me as a person.
It is just so worth it.”
Nicole Covey, Z Series
Software Support Specialist at IBM

You can use the letters RITTech after
your name, in your email sign off and
on your CV, so you instantly stand out
as a trusted IT professional. RITTech
registration also places you directly on
the pathway to chartered status - the
very best in the IT industry. People who
achieve the Chartered IT Professional
(CITP) standard can command higher
salaries and earning potential.

What can I do?
The technology industry offers a massive
variety of job opportunities. You could
become a digitally-savvy marketer delivering
creative campaigns, a programmer in the
gaming industry, a cyber security expert
responsible for protecting your company’s
network, or a web developer building
innovative company websites.
Here are some of the roles you might consider:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Digital marketer
Programmer
Network engineer
Telecommunications engineer
Web designer/developer
Cyber security professional
Intelligence researcher
Business analyst/data analyst
Data scientist
Software developer/tester
Help desk technician
Social media executive
IT sales

‘83% of employers
intend to use digital
apprenticeships to fill
their skills gaps’
Source: BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT

How do I get into the industry?
So you’re interested in a career in technology.
You’ve seen a few jobs that sound right up
your street – but where do you start?
Well, fortunately you have a choice of
paths that will take you into this exciting
profession. Popular routes include going
into further education at college or studying
a degree course at university. Additionally,
many young people are now choosing to
take a digital IT apprenticeship.
BCS offers a lot more information about
digital IT apprenticeships and training
providers on their website at:
https://www.bcs.org/get-qualified/
apprenticeships/
How do I stand out once I’m qualified?
Did you know once you have successfully
completed your digital IT apprenticeship,
which gives you the quality experience
within the industry, you’re eligible to
appear on the professional register for IT
Technicians (RITTech)?
By gaining RITTech status, you will be
joining an established network of likeminded individuals who are helping to
develop professionalism in IT. You will also
stand out to employers and be recognised
for the valuable work you do.

Find out more about professional registration at:
www.bcs.org/rittech
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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LAUNCH A FUN
AND EXCITING
CAREER WITH
A GREENE KING
APPRENTICESHIP

Don’t miss out
apply today!

CASE STUDIES

LIFE STORIES

What’s it really like to be an apprentice?
We asked a few people to share their experiences.

QA FUTUREPROOF
CAREERS PODCAST IS HERE
QA’s first-ever podcast for young career seekers has landed!
FutureProof Careers assesses today’s job market, raises important
career questions and helps you set yourself up for future career
success. In Episode 1, “Choosing your first employer: Are you
missing the big picture?”, QA apprenticeship alumni discuss
the ideal work environment for a first job – whether it’s a big
company with a famous reputation or an exciting startup.
Meet this episode’s guests:
Asher Newbegging, Software Developer @Tangent
“I joined Tangent as an apprentice software developer; three
months in, I was writing production-worthy code for my first
client. Through QA, I became the first person in Britain to
successfully complete the Software Development Technician
Level 3 end-point assessment and have gone on to do a degree
apprenticeship whilst working as a developer at Tangent.”
Angel Sequeira, IT Security Specialist @Nomura
“I began my apprenticeship journey in IT and further developed
my experience in project management. In the past four years I
have worked in production services and desktop support and
I’m now in charge of leading the IT security vendor management
function at Nomura EMEA.’
Amar Rai, System Engineer @Cisco
“I’ve undertaken several qualifications such as my CCNA, CCNP
and CCDA as well as my apprenticeship. I’ve become a systems
engineer within the Cisco Enterprise Team and look forward to
starting my degree apprenticeship with QA.’

FASHION RETAIL ACADEMY
The fashion industry has more to it than meets
the eye…thousands of new roles are coming up
and there isn’t enough skilled talent to fill them. If
your dream is to work in fashion, there are other
options beyond design. Ella, John and Jessica are
all studying fashion business courses with a view to
working in head office roles when they graduate.
Find out what they have to say here:
“My experience the FRA was a game changer, I learned more
than I thought I would, it opened doors and fast-tracked my
career to where I am now which is at Alexander McQueen”
John, Level 4 Visual Merchandising, Alexander McQueen
“My experience at the FRA was amazing, I had the most helpful
course leader and the work experience really set me up for an
industry job, I am currently at LK Bennett”
Ella, Level 4 Fashion Buying, LK Bennett.
“My experience at the FRA was very insightful and gave me
a lot of knowledge about the fashion retail industry, it was an
amazing course to be a part of. My work experience set me up
for industry which would never have happened anywhere else,
it’s got me where I want to be in life, dreams do come true”
Phoebe, Level 4 Fashion Buying, Coach.

Tune in now for Episode 1! You can also listen on Spotify or
Apple Podcasts.

Apply for an apprenticeship today!
Roles posted now:
https://apprenticeships.qa.com/vacancy-search
Get matched: https://apprenticeships.qa.com/apply-now

Find out more at www.fashionretailacademy.ac.uk
T 0207 307 2345 E info@fra.ac.uk

Want to share your story of being an apprentice? We’d love to hear from you. Email info@careermap.co.uk
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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Gain work experience
whilst at school or
college

Get a Head Start on
our school and
college leaver
programmes
Go to uni and give
your career a Flying
Start

Join us whilst you’re
at university

Business Insight Week, Digital Insight
Week, Females of the Future programme
or Office Open Events

Join us in Assurance,
Consulting, Deals,
or Tax

No matter which
path you choose...
...there are no limits as to how
far you can go and how much
you can achieve.

Flying Start Degree
programmes in Accounting,
Business or Technology

Internships, Work Placements, Females of the
Future programme, Women in Tech, Women
in Business, Office Open Events or graduate
opportunities

Take the opportunity
of a lifetime
Traditionally, there’s only been one route when school comes to an end.
University. Degree. Career. But things have changed. Our school leaver
programme, just like our graduate programme, offers structured career
development as well as learning on-the-job, and study towards real business
qualifications. And on one of our Flying Start degree programmes, you’ll get
the opportunity to go to uni and start your career with us at the same time.
So whichever path leads you to us, and we have a few, we’ll take your career
further. Join PwC. We’ll help you realise your potential.

pwc.co.uk/schools

/pwccareersuk

@pwc_uk_careers

© 2018 PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP. All rights reserved.

/pwc_uk_careers
Valuing difference.
Driving inclusion.

QUALIFICATIONS GUIDE

THE CAREERMAG
QUALIFICATIONS GUIDE
Your post -16 options in one place
Qualification level: 3
Assessment: exams / coursework
What is it? The A Level family is made up of AS
Levels and A Levels. AS Levels are completed over
one year, A Levels over two. They’re normally
studied full-time at school or college.
It’s for you if... A Levels are a popular way to get
the qualifications required for university, although
you can just take them on their own. They’re
for you if you get on well with both classroom
learning and independent study, and if you enjoy
a more academic style of learning.

What can you do once Level 2
BTECs or GCSEs are over?
There are lots of choices if you
want to stay in some form of
education or training. Some will
appeal to you, some might not,
which is how it should be we all learn differently.
Here’s a summary of each one.

INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)
Qualification level: 3
Assessment: exams / coursework
What is it? There are two kinds of IB programme,
both studied full-time over two years.
- The IB Diploma: you choose one subject from five
different groups – two languages, social sciences,
experimental sciences and maths – plus an arts
subject (or one more subject from the first five groups).
- The IB career-related certificate: similar, but you
study between two and four academic modules
and learn skills through a hands-on vocational
qualification.
It’s for you if... You want an academically
challenging, wide-ranging education. The IB looks
complicated at first but it’s really just about keeping
your options open by studying a variety of subjects.
It’s another popular way to get into uni, too.

NATIONAL VOCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS (NVQS)

ESSENTIAL
LINKS

Qualification level: 1-7
Assessment: in the workplace
What is it? NVQs are usually taken alongside work.
They’re designed to show that you’re competent in
the various skills needed to do a particular job and
are assessed on the practical work you do.
It’s for you if... You want a qualification that ties in
with a job, that enhances your career prospects
and that you can follow as you gain more skills –
once you complete one level, you can progress to
the next one.

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

APPRENTICESHIPS
Qualification level: 2-5
Assessment: at the end of your training
What is it? It’s helpful to think of an
apprenticeship as a job, rather than a study
programme. You get hired by an employer for
a particular role – like hairdresser, veterinary
nurse or accountant – and you study while
you get paid to do the job. The various levels
of apprenticeship are equivalent to GCSEs, A
Levels, and Foundation Degrees.
It’s for you if... You know what you want to do
for a living, you want to work, and you want to
get nationally recognised qualifications while
you’re at it. Apprentices learn by doing the job,
so if you prefer a hands-on approach, it could
be ideal.

BTECS
Qualification level: 2-5
Assessment: written or activity-based assignments
What is it? BTECs are work-focused qualifications
that look at the areas of knowledge and skills
you might need for a particular sector or industry.
You can take them on their own, or alongside
other qualifications like Apprenticeships and A
Levels.You can also choose BTEC Higher National
Certificates or Diplomas - sometimes called HNCs
or HNDs - which are the equivalent of the first
and second years of a degree respectively. These
can then be topped up to a full degree with
additional study.
It’s for you if... You know that you’re interested in a
particular industry or sector, but you don’t have an
exact job role in mind yet. Or perhaps you’d like a
course that gives you some of the academic theory
while also preparing you for the workplace. BTECs
are increasingly popular for getting into uni - one
in four students takes the BTEC route.

Find Apprenticeships at
careermap.co.uk

pearson.com – info on BTECs, Apprenticeships, Traineeships and more
careermap.co.uk - sign up for an apprenticeship
apprenticeships.gov.uk - government Apprenticeship website
ucas.com - about degree apprenticeships

DEGREE APPRENTICESHIPS
Qualification level: 6
Assessment: on-the-job and written / exam
What is it? Just what it sounds like: a full degree
that you gain by the apprenticeship route over
three or four years, so you do a job, and also a
university degree at the same time. That means
you learn about work and get paid, and you
don’t have to pay uni tuition fees.
It’s for you if... You want a degree without the
cost, or you simply want to get on with your
career but still want degree-level training.

TRADITIONAL DEGREES
Qualification level: 6
Assessment: exam / coursework / performance
What is it? Traditional degrees last three or four
years (full time). They’re more theory-based and
academically challenging - students learn to
think critically, structure arguments and gain an
in-depth understanding of their subject.
It’s for you if... You get on well with academic
learning and want to totally immerse yourself in
a subject. The university experience is unique,
offering students the chance to develop and
grow both personally and professionally before
entering the world of work.

TWEET!

A LEVELS

@CareerMapNews
@BTECStudents
@Apprenticeships
@ucas_online
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Here at PizzaExpress we’re passionate about giving
our people opportunities grow and develop. Our
Apprenticeship Programme is just one of the ways in
which we do this, and we couldn’t be prouder of our
very own Lauren White, who is one of the faces of the
government’s 2019 “Fire it Up” apprenticeship campaign.
This campaign highlights the value of apprenticeship roles
across UK industries, and in Lauren’s case the significance
it has had in building her career in hospitality.
Here’s a little from Lauren on her experience as an apprentice.
Apprenticeships are excellent for people who like hands on work,
it’s free, doesn’t affect your income and opens very good career
paths. Education is a privilege and shouldn’t missed by anyone.
My apprenticeship is great! I manage to fit it in between having
3 girls aged 7, 6 and 1, a full-time restaurant management job
and regular London trips for something else I’m part of.
I’d say don’t be afraid to put yourself out there, ask the
questions, and ask to be doing extra things to progress. If
you don’t ask, you don’t get and employers love ambitious
employees. If you’re not sure what you want a career in, then
apprenticeships can be a lifeline, they are so valuable, and
employers love them.
I am due to finish my apprenticeship soon, I’ll be immediately
put in for the next level. I am soon to be signed off from my
London course meaning I will be eligible for a higher up
management position and I don’t plan to stop there.

To find out more or to begin your own journey, visit
www.pizzaexpress.com/careers/apprenticeships

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
Buy into a great career
Retail presents a great opportunity for a
career that can last a lifetime. There are many
roles, including those that are far from obvious,
starting with jobs on the shop floor and rising to
careers in senior management.

Sponsored by

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

ABOUT
THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
Take a job in the retail sector and you could be selling anything, anywhere. Everyone
shops and a role in retail could see you working in a major department store, selling
bespoke items at a boutique or even in an invaluable role that is behind the scenes, such
as a buyer or the developer of an online selling platform. Whatever you do, you’ll be
contributing to a big business – there being nearly 295,000 retail outlets in the UK.

WHAT CAN I DO?

RETAIL SKILLS

Think of retail and the obvious job that springs to mind is shop
assistant. No retail outlet can function without a sales assistant or
executive, whether they’re behind the counter or out on the shop
floor replenishing stock or helping customers.

If you’re in a customer-facing role, then it’s essential to be a people
person who is happy talking to anyone and everyone. You’ll need
to be calm, friendly and helpful – even when dealing with difficult
customers and situations – but you also need to balance this with
professionalism and knowing your product inside out.

Less visible but no less important are the background roles, which
might see you working in the stockroom, or perhaps in the office
of the shop. This can involve receiving deliveries, keeping track
of stock levels or taking care of admin tasks like cashing up or
paperwork for the bank.
For an online retailer, there are lots of other roles, some demanding ICT
knowledge and customer service skills, and others demanding fitness
and focus to work in vast warehouses picking and packing orders.
Retail is often a good way to get management experience too, as
the workforce tends to be young and you can be given a lot of
responsibility early on.

Sponsored by
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Product knowledge is especially important if you’re expected to actively
sell to people, although you’ll need to up your charm and persuading
skills too! Don’t be too afraid if you’re not the most outgoing person
though, as you will receive plenty of training to help you on your way.
It’s worth remembering that while it’s not physically demanding in the
same way as working on a construction site, a retail job can still see you
moving stock around and being on your feet for hours at a time, so it
does help if you’re fit and healthy. You’ll need to be cool under pressure
and flexible too, which will allow you to comfortably handle any rushes
of customers and deal with the sometimes long and unsociable hours –
weekends and holidays are usually the busiest if you work in-store.
Solid maths skills are also required as you can be working with stock
levels and handling monetary transactions, while an eye for detail is a
great bonus if you’re considering a role as a buyer or window dresser.
In return, you’ll be able to top up your skill set, with much of what
you learn transferable across a variety of roles in the sector and
even to other industries.

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

RETAIL CAREERS

‘Customer-facing’ roles are at the heart of the retail industry, but
there’s also plenty of other ways to be employed in the sector. Here
are a few options:
In store – sales assistant, beauty consultant, checkout operator, fresh
food counter assistant, personal shopper, supervisor, store manager
Display and POS – window dresser, graphic designer, visual
merchandiser, shop fitter, package designer
Retail technology and e-commerce – software developer,
online sales support, website developer, marketing and social
media executive

THE BRITISH RETAIL SECTOR EMPLOYS
OVER THREE MILLION PEOPLE, OF WHICH
52 PER CENT ARE FEMALE AND ALMOST A
THIRD OF WHICH ARE UNDER 25
(Source: UK Retail Industry Report 2016, FranchiseDirect.co.uk)

Behind the scenes – buyer, HR manager, loss prevention officer,
retail warehouse operative, cleaner, maintenance technician
There’s great potential to progress quickly in retail. For example,
practical experience can see someone promoted from a cashier
position to a team leader or supervisor and then to assistant
manager and, ultimately, to a store manager role.

IN 2017 THE RETAIL INDUSTRY GENERATED
£395BILLION WORTH OF SALES
(Source: /www.prospects.ac.uk/jobs-and-work-experience/
job-sectors/retail/overview-of-the-retail-sector-in-the-uk)

TRAINING
There are many ways to begin a career in retail there are many
roles to choose from and you might already be working in the
industry. Have a Saturday job working in a shop or a garden
centre? If so, then you’re already a part of the retail sector.

18 PER CENT OF ALL RETAIL STAFF ARE
MANAGERS OR SENIOR OFFICIALS
(Source: www.retailappointment.co.uk)

On-the-job training really works for retail, but if it’s senior roles
or more involved positions that you wish to pursue, then further
education courses provide a great understanding and recognised
industry qualifications. Whichever way you choose to enter retail
though, all of the training paths are designed to give you the
essential skills and understanding.

Work-based & work-related qualifications
Relevant NVQ and BTEC programmes include:
• Retail skills
• Multi-channel retail
• Retail management
• Retail operations
For senior roles, also consider business management courses, while
there may also be relevant courses if you wish to specialise in a
certain area, such as automotive sales. For example, there is a
BTEC for Vehicle Sales Competence.

YOU COULD WORK IN…
• Independent boutique
• Franchise
• High street department store
• Car showroom
• Supermarkets
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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16%

OF UK RETAIL SALES WERE
MADE ONLINE IN 2017
(source: www.retaileconomics.co.uk)

LIFE IN
THE RETAIL INDUSTRY
Apprenticeships
Retail apprenticeships are designed to provide specific skills in a
specialisation of retail, such as beauty, or to define a clear pathway
to retail management. Many of the apprenticeships have been
created in conjunction with some of the biggest brands in retail to
create an industry standard, but much smaller, independent retailers
may offer the option to follow an apprenticeship.
Retail Apprenticeships are usually offered at three levels:
Level Two (Intermediate) –
Equivalent to GCSEs / Standard Grades
Level Three (Advanced) –
Equivalent to A Levels / Highers
Level Four (Higher) –
Equivalent to Foundation Degree / Advanced Highers
Apprenticeships include:
• Retail team leader • Buyer • Visual merchandiser
• Style advisor • Travel consultant • Sales advisor
A Levels, Highers and Bachelors Degrees
Useful A Levels / Scottish Highers might include:
• Maths • English • Business Studies • Law
A degree will provide an excellent understanding of the industry and
a qualification that will be a significant plus in securing a senior role
sooner rather than later. A good amount of courses are available
throughout the country and to see what best suits you and what
qualifications (A Levels / Scottish Highers / Scottish Advanced Highers
/ IB modules) are required to earn a place, visit the UCAS website.

Join the retail industry and you’re entering into a very
varied sector. You might be in the same place every
day, but every shop and retail business is different.
Each has its own themes and values based on its image
and products, whether it’s a fast-moving environment
aimed at young consumers or a quiet, refined store that
is designed to appeal to an older clientele.
It can be demanding, though. Depending on the season
or the time of the week, you will have an idea of how
busy a shop can be, but you’ll never be 100 per cent
sure how many customers you will need to serve. If you’re
commission-based or expected to actively sell products,
then there will also be the pressure of meeting targets. And
while you’re meeting people day in, day out, retail can be
damaging to your social life – many retail businesses enjoy
their busiest periods when most customers are away from work
in high numbers, such as at weekends or public holidays.
Some of the tasks can be repetitive, but you’ll be working in an
exciting industry that constantly shapes trends and now more
than ever, is changing the way in which people shop. You
could have a big influence on what people buy in the role of a
visual merchandiser, designing a display that draws people in,
to buy the product. Alternatively, you might be a buyer who’s
predicting what will be the biggest selling products at Christmas
or reading people’s preferences to decide what will be the most
popular summer clothing of next year.
Whatever you’re doing in retail, you will be making a rewarding
contribution to people’s lives, whether it’s simply providing them
with the goods that are everyday necessities or helping them
access products that can bring them huge enjoyment.

Examples of the industry-specific degrees available include retail
management, retail marketing, business studies, finance, economics,
fashion buying and merchandising.

MORE
INFO
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British Retail Consortium – brc.org.uk/about-brc
People 1st – www.people1st.co.uk/apprenticeships
BIRA (British Independent Retailers Association) – bira.co.uk
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LAUNCH A FUN AND
EXCITING CAREER WITH
AN APPRENTICESHIP
DON’T MISS OUT ON WORKING
FOR ONE OF THE BEST EMPLOYERS
APPLY TODAY!

HAVE A PASSION FOR THE THOROUGHBRED INDUSTRY?
KICK START YOUR CAREER AT THE NATIONAL STUD

WE PROVIDE COURSES FOR
• Those taking their first step into the industry
• Experienced industry participants looking to further their skill set
• Anybody over the age of 18 aiming to forge a career in the thoroughbred industry

THE TRAINING

THE BENEFITS

• Gain practical commercial
experience on a stud farm
• Lectures given by staff
and guest speakers
• Recognised qualifications
• Visits to industry events
and organisations

•
•
•
•

Guaranteed employment
Career progression
Opportunities to work abroad
Industry contacts

FULL-TIME COURSES | SHORT COURSES
E: students@nationalstud.co.uk T: 01638 663464

nationalstud.co.uk

@NatStudTraining

FEATURE

A STABLE FUTURE
We caught up with Emily Unsworth to find out more about her role as a
stud hand and starting a career in the Thoroughbred Breeding Industry.

Tell us about your industry training
I attended the 9 week course at The National Stud Oct-Dec 2018
where I developed my knowledge and skills in yard duties, horse
care, handling mares and foals, sales preparation and reproduction.
This led to a 6-9 months placement on a thoroughbred stud which
was arranged by The National Stud’s training team. I am currently
on placement at Cheveley Park Stud to gain further practical
experience and complete the Level 2 Work Based Diploma in
Racehorse Care (breeding pathway).
Tell us a bit about your background/experience prior to
attending the National Stud 9 week course
I had been studying A levels in Biology, History and Fine Art. I have
owned my own pony since 2017 and have been involved with
horses for several years prior.
What does a typical day involve? What are your
key responsibilities’?
A typical day starts with feeding the broodmares. The next part of
my day is to turn out mares, foals and yearlings after which the daily
mucking out of stables takes place, in the afternoon we continue with
yard duties and bring in the horses and settle them for the evening.
What do you think are the most important skills for
someone in your role to have?
I think it’s important to be confident in yourself and you must be
able to work well in a team.

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

Describe the aspects of your job you find most rewarding
The most rewarding aspect for me has been handling newborn foals
and watching them get stronger and more confident every day.
What were the best bits of the 9 week course?
The best part of the course was the visits to industry organisations, I
found visiting Tattersalls and Palace House interesting and beneficial.
What do you think are the benefits of attending a
National Stud training course?
The benefits are that you gain accredited qualifications and
have full support from The National Stud on helping you gain
employment in the thoroughbred industry.
What one piece of advice would you give to someone
seeking a career in the industry?
The job is very physically demanding and tiring, you must be fit and
prepared to give it everything.
What are your future career plans?
My plans are to continue to work in the industry and possibly
specialise in foaling.

Find out more at www.nationalstud.co.uk
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HEALTH & SOCIAL CARE
Interested in starting your career in health and social care? The opportunities are endless.
Although careers in health and social care can be extremely challenging they are also
highly rewarding. If you’re caring and want to make a difference to the lives of others
then why not consider a career in health and social care?
The health and social care industry provides exciting opportunities
for people with caring attributes. There is a wide variety of roles
in the health and social care sector - from medical secretary to
business administration, nursing, midwifery and much more. What
you decide all depends on where your interests lie.

WHAT CAN I DO?
Working in the health and social care sector can involve being
employed by the NHS or a private organisation. You’ll be helping
people from all walks of life, for instance, the elderly, adults,
children and babies. You could be supporting people with mental
health problems or physical and learning disabilities as well as
people suffering from other medical conditions.
Health and social care covers a wide range of career opportunities.
The sector is extremely broad but you could be working in one of
the following roles:
Social worker | Medical associate | Paramedic | Counsellor
Nurse | Personal trainer | Midwife | Occupational therapist
Dental nurse | Pharmacist
There are many other job roles available in health and social care too,
these are just a small handful of careers that you can choose from!

Sponsored by
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HOW CAN I QUALIFY?
Each health and social care career will have different pathways to
qualify. It all depends on your personal preference and the career you’re
keen to pursue. Let’s take a look at a few of the routes available to you:

A-Levels
Health and social care studies at A-Level will help you to expand
your knowledge in health, early years covering care and education
and social care. Studying health and social care will also help you
to gain an insight into what issues are affecting the industry while
you’ll also investigate real-life situations.

Apprenticeships
Health and social care apprenticeships are ideal for people looking
to learn on the job. You’ll combine on-the-job training with theory
relevant to the health and social care industry. Health and social
care apprenticeships include:
Adult Care Worker | Clinical Practitioner | Ambulance Support
Worker | Associate Ambulance Practitioner | Children Young People
and Families Practitioner | Community Sport and Health Officer |
Community Activator Coach | Dental Laboratory Assistant |
Dental Nurse | Dental Technician | Midwife | Nursing Associate |
Occupational Therapist | Operating Department Practitioner |
Paramedic | Pharmacy Services | Personal Trainer | Physiotherapist |
Podiatrist | Nurse | Rehabilitation Worker | Prosthetist/Orthotist |
Social Worker | Healthcare Assistant Practitioner | Healthcare Science
Assistant | Healthcare Science Associate | Healthcare Support Worker |
Lead Adult Care Worker | Senior Healthcare Support Worker
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SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

TECHNOLOGY AND THE HEALTH AND SOCIAL
CARE INDUSTRY
Technology is transforming the health and social care industry in
how we treat patients and develop new cures. From 3D printing to
robotics and much more - who knows how technology advancement
can impact the health and social care industry in the future.
Emerging technologies are set to change the health and social
care industry while saving thousands of lives in the process. As
technology unites with health and social care services new job
roles will occur. For instance, 3D printing will become essential
in healthcare as it will be used to create living organisms such
as skin and the ultimate aim is to be able to create vital organs
which will save so many lives. What was once a fantasy is
quickly becoming a reality!
Decided health and social care is the right career choice for
you? Visit CareerMap to apply for your dream job!

MY FUTURE ME CareerMap has collaborated with Pearson to support your career planning. Are you interested in kick-starting
your career in health and social care? This portal gives you the opportunity to match your skills to a suitable job role while also
helping you to understand the different pathways into the career. From paramedics to complementary therapists, midwifery and
everything in between, we’ve got you covered! You can find out everything you need to know to make a well-informed decision.

BTEC
BTECs provide a practical alternative to A-Levels. The learning content
you’ll undertake during a BTEC is related to the working environment
but you can take them in a local college and some schools offer units
as well. Health and social care BTECs can include:
Adult Social Care | Activity Provision in Social Care | Assisting and
Moving Individuals for Social Care Settings | Awareness of Dementia
Awareness of End of Life Care | Counselling Skills | Dementia Care |
Health and Social Care | Early Years and Child Care | Maternity
Support Work | Ophthalmic Dispensing Assistant | Optometric
Clinical Assistant | Paediatric First Aid | Personal Safety Awareness
Residential Childcare | Supporting Activity Provision in Social Care |
Supporting Individuals with Learning Disabilities | Understanding the
Safe Use of Medicines | Working with Individuals with Diabetes
Working with Medication | Working with Substance Misuse |
Children’s Eye Care | First Person on Scene | Healthcare Science |
Hearing Care Assistant | Leadership and Management for Residential
Childcare | Optical Dispensing |Therapeutic Counselling

Degrees
Degree level qualifications include higher national diplomas, higher
national certificates, foundation degree, bachelor and master
degrees. A wide variety of universities offer degrees related to
health and social care. These can include:
Health and Social Care | Adult Nursing | Health Sciences |
Mental Health Nursing | Social Work | Counselling |
Childhood and Youth Studies
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HEALTHCARE SKILLS
To work in the health and social care industry, you’ll need a
range of skills, but most importantly you’ll need to be caring
and passionate about helping people. Other skills can include:
Sociability | Understanding | Resilience |Hard-working
Good communication skills | The ability to work as part of a
team as well as independently | Time management
If you don’t possess these skills already, don’t worry! These will
be developed once you have qualified and have entered the
working world. Wondering how you can qualify for a career in
health and social care? Read on to find out more!

For more information on health and
social care qualifications visit Pearson
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TAKE
CENTRE
STAGE
Each year, BTEC students share their
talents by performing on the BTEC
Awards stage – and they bring the
house down every time. This year,
we are looking for talented groups
and/or individuals to perform at the
9th Annual BTEC Awards ceremony
taking place in the summer.

Perhaps you’d run a fashion show, or
demonstrate a robot you have built, or run
a live competition to a captive audience
via an app you created? This year we are
opening the doors to submissions beyond
Performing Arts.

Find out more and apply now!
bit.ly/Showstopper19

AVAILABLE NOW ON

QA’s FutureProof Careers podcast
assesses today’s job market, raises
important career questions and
helps you set yourself up now
for future career success.

CLICK HERE TO LISTEN

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

CREATIVE
CAREERS

Make a scene!
The U.K. has been at the forefront of creativity and culture
for centuries, from Shakespeare to Lennon and McCartney,
from Monty Python to Westwood and McLaren, from Alfred
Hitchcock to Tracey Emin. Our creative... and cultural sector
is the envy of the world. It embraces influences from across
the globe, and is one of our fastest growing sectors. The good
news is, if it’s where your heart lies, no matter what your
skill set is, you can be part of it. From advertising to festival
organising - from artist booking to shoe design - from digital
photography to wig making. You can be part of a sector which
defines us. With the right skills, qualifications and passion, you
can take your place and make your creative voice heard.

Sponsored by
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ABOUT
CREATIVE & CULTURAL SECTOR

Think of a career that doesn’t involve some kind of
creativity. Hard isn’t it? This sector is increasingly difficult
to define - there are as many forms of creativity as there
are people. Every person brings their history, experience
and vision to the table. Creativity is a skill more and
more employers are looking for, and it can cross sectors.
The Cultural and Creative sector needs accountants, HR
managers and health and safety officers.

CAREER OPTIONS...
• Performance co-ordinator
• Broadcast producer
• Digital marketing
• Session musician
• Make-up artist

Sponsored by
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SECTOR SPOTLIGHT
You might work in advertising, using your skills to produce a visually
stunning campaign for your client. In marketing, you might use social
media to find new audiences for your product. As a product designer
for a high street chain, you would be thinking about what your
customers will fall in love with and want to buy. Or as a musician,
working to create a whole new sound in a small studio, self-releasing
on your own label and selling digitally, or as a filmmaker, making
audiences spill their popcorn. But how do you get into it? Creative
practitioners all agree on four basic principles - hard work, flexibility,
networking and passion.
You don’t need to suffer for your art - with the right training,
commitment and drive you can make a living, and go to work to
a job which you love. The Creative and Cultural sector contributed
over £100 billion to the U.K. Economy in 2017 - up 7.1% from
2016. That’s a lot. Want to be part of it? Read on...

WHAT CAN I DO?
The range of employment opportunities in the Creative and Cultural
sector is enormous. As well as the ones you might expect - musician,
dancer, actor, director, camera operator, fashion designer, photographer
- there are literally hundreds of other roles. Some examples are:
Graphic designer | Theatre wardrobe manager |
Artist liaison and booking manager | Exhibition designer |
Festival/events producer |Film/TV editor | Make-up designer |
Marketing assistant | PR manager | Stage manager | Milliner |
Copywriter | Financial officer | Historical interpreter | Archive officer

IN 2016, THE U.K. CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES EXPORTED £27 BILLION
OF SERVICES GLOBALLY

www.thecreativeindustries.co.uk/resources/infographics

THE UK CREATIVE AND CULTURAL
SECTOR GENERATED £101.5 BILLION
FOR THE U.K. ECONOMY IN 2017 A 7.1% INCREASE FROM 2016

www.gov.uk/government/news/britains-creative-industriesbreak-the-100-billion-barrier

77.2% OF GRADUATES IN CREATIVE
SUBJECTS IN 2015 WENT DIRECTLY
INTO EMPLOYMENT

www.ucas.com/ucas/subject-guide-list/creative-arts-and-design

WHAT SKILLS DO I NEED
This really depends on what you want to do - there’s no point in
wanting to be the next Jimi Hendrix if you haven’t bothered to
learn to play the guitar properly. But as a general rule, you need to
have honed your own artistic skill if you want to go into performing
(audience numbers will dry up if you go for style over substance,
and those star performer trailers are the exception, not the rule).
Training in your chosen field to a higher level (apprenticeship, BTEC,
Foundation diploma, degree etc) is a must. A solid understanding of
technology and a willingness to embrace new technology is essential.
Transferable skills - teamwork, self-starting, attention to detail,
meeting deadlines, turning up on time, being a good work
companion - all are vital in this exciting but competitive sector.
Research the role you might want, but be open to the idea that your
skills may lead you off on a tangent into another unexpected, but
rewarding, career - you might want to be a camera operator, but
editing might be an idea you hadn’t thought of.
Keeping your options open through broad education and training is
important at least until post 16 education. And staying ahead of the
game as far as technology is concerned is vital. You never know what
might happen - being able to fill an employment gap with something
else in an unrelated sector is important, while you wait for the perfect
creative opportunity to present itself. So don’t dismiss maths and
science qualifications - they make you more employable all round
and being able to fill in your self-employed tax return needs maths...
A session musician needs to be able to turn up at a studio, on
time and with all equipment working, take direction, know about
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the software packages being used, and work with the producer,
composer, artist, recording engineer and fellow performers
instantaneously. More than one instrument or vocals as an add on
are a definite advantage.
Time is money in a studio - lots of money. So not only a very high
level of competency on your instrument and the ability to either sight
read impeccably or improvise like the greats is essential - but being
able to perform under time pressure and with the right style are also
important. One track may be Motown, the next Metallica. Versatility,
speed and professionalism are key. Do all that, and word of mouth
will carry you up the food chain and get you the best bookings at the
best studios. Routes in - hard work, practice, reputation and mastery
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929,000 PEOPLE WORK IN SUPPORT ROLES WITHIN THE CREATIVE
SECTOR - ACCOUNTANTS, LAWYERS, HR MANAGERS, HEALTH
AND SAFETY OFFICERS ETC www.thecreativeindustries.co.uk/resources/infographics
of your instrument(s) to ABRSM grade 8 or equivalent. You will
probably be self-employed, so be aware of all that entails.

Festival producer
Know where to hire the cheapest but best toilets? Know about risk
assessments and health and safety (or know someone who does that
you can subcontract to)? Know about fire regulations and security?
Know a good lighting engineer and PA company? Know the difference
between a tech spec and a stage plan? Know how to programme an
engaging line-up - to a strict budget? You’ll have to know all this, but the
reward of seeing thousands of happy faces in front of a stage on a hot
summer’s evening makes it worth it. This job is seriously hard work - but
it’s a great one. Routes in include everything from volunteering at your
local festival and working your way up, to taking a BTEC in production
arts or a Bachelors or Masters degree in Festival production.

Photographer
This can be anything from wedding photography, an ad for the
next family car or creative content for a website. Knowledge of
cutting-edge editing software is essential - packages like Adobe
Creative are always upgrading and if you don’t know about it,
someone else will. So keep your finger on the pulse. The key here is
being able to show not only your own style but meeting a brief and
listening to your client. If you choose to be a creative photographer,
look at how you monetise your product - commissions, commercial
partnerships (greetings cards, library stock pictures etc)

TRAINING
Always remember - you have the creative spark, but you’ve got to
be able to prove you have done the groundwork. Showing your
commitment to your work through training is as important in this
sector as any other - it’s not all BGT and the X factor.
So, how do you get trained up?

Apprenticeships

Some that are currently on offer include: Digital media |
Graphic design | Animation | Product design | Photography | Fashion
Intermediate (level 2) is a GCSE equivalent. Level 3 is equivalent to
A level, levels 4-7 are equivalent to a foundation diploma and above
and 6-7 are equivalent to a Bachelors degree or Masters. Some
apprenticeships give additional qualification, for example, a diploma.
More information is available here:
www.gov.uk/guidance/creative-and-design-apprenticeships

BTEC
Creative subjects offered include:
Art and design | Creative media | Music | Performing arts |
Music technology | Design production | Digital media | Production arts
A BTEC usually combines studies with hands-on experience, development
of technical knowledge and skills and can include workplace experience,
giving you an insight into the reality of the job. You can study for a BTEC
at level 1 and 2 alongside GCSEs, level 3 at A level and on to BTEC
Technicals, Nationals, Higher Nationals and Apprenticeships.
More information here:
qualifications.pearson.com/en/about-us/qualification-brands/
btec/i-choose-btec/teachers/choose-btec-creatives.html

Degrees
Most universities offer some kind of creative degree course. They
offer everything from music and performing arts to costume design,
film-making and marketing.
For performing arts, you might want to look at the conservatoires,
which offer a more practical performance-based programme of
study. University degrees in the performing arts focus more on
academic study - which can give an in-depth experience and keep
future career doors open. It depends on what you want to do.
Art and design, creative writing, journalism, festival production,
photography and marketing/PR degree level courses are all
common. Combined studies are sometimes available - it’s worth
checking out individual universities’ prospectuses.
More information here: www.ucas.com/ucas/subject-guide-list/
creative-arts-and-design
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LIFE IN THE CREATIVE AND
CULTURAL SECTOR
Going it alone? General business training for
independent artists

Many people in this sector are self-employed, so a basic
understanding of business management is useful - bookkeeping,
accounts, tax etc. There are useful links via the HMRC website,
professional organisations like the Musicians Union and Equity,
informal local artist communities etc. where you can get advice.
If you are an independent creative, you have to be up to speed on selfpromotion - social media, websites, showcase opportunities, exhibitions
etc. There are also funding organisations who you can apply to for
financial support - Grants for the Arts, the Heritage Lottery Fund and
countless independent foundations and trusts - it’s time-consuming and
lengthy, but worth thinking about. Then there is crowdfunding - a great
example, crowdfunding can easily fund an album recording and
release, but you need to nurture your existing fan base.

What do I need to get onto the course I want?
All creative apprenticeships and courses expect some kind of
evidence of your interest and commitment. Most employers offering
apprenticeships require 5 GCSEs at grade C or above, including
maths and English. Understanding relevant IT packages, such as
Adobe Creative Suite and Microsoft Office is a real advantage and
will make you stand out as an applicant.

BTEC level 1 and 2 courses run alongside GCSEs
Degrees at uni or a conservatoire require at least one essay-based
subject amongst your A levels. For an art, fashion or design degree, a
BTEC foundation diploma is very useful. To study music you’ll need at
least ABRSM grade 7 in your main instrument. Whatever your choice,
keep a record or portfolio of your experience or best work (physical,
digital, Vimeo, MP3 etc) to show not only your achievements but the
range of work you have done and how you have developed. Be ready
to show you are innovative, you can work to a deadline, you can work
as part of a team or alone and you can think outside of the box. Your
personal statement is just as important as your paper qualifications.
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It’s fast and furious. The people who do this well are in
touch with their own creative side, but combine it with a
sense of what is cutting edge and a real focus. There is no
more exciting sector to be part of. You may work for the
same employer for years, working on stage or costume
design, or as part of their marketing team developing
strong brand awareness and becoming a key team leader
and spokesperson. You may be a self-employed freelance,
taking commissions or short-term project based work.
Either way, you may find there is a gap which needs to be
filled, so you, like everyone else, may need to fall back on
a different job temporarily. So keep your options open - at
school don’t just focus on your creative side. Don’t rely
on your ability as an artist to always be able to generate
income - so take that temporary job, but never lose sight of
what you really want to do.
Be open to collaboration - if you’re a film-maker, be open to
working with a composer who may become your creative
partner for decades - think Steven Spielberg and John
Williams. How many Oscars?
Be open to new technology and marketing opportunities network online, nurture professional contacts, get out there.
Be business savvy - learn about tax, sales opportunities,
marketing, websites and protecting your product.
A final piece of advice from professionals in the sector which
keeps being given: be creative. Remember - the landscape
may be different your circumstances may change. Be ready.
Be willing. Be able.

Find Apprenticeships and jobs in creative and
cultural sector near you at careermap.co.uk
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Apprenticeships at IBM are all about picking up
skills for the workplace and embarking on a long
and successful career. We have your professional
development in mind from the day you join us
as a permanent employee. In addition to the
day job there are plenty of opportunities
to get involved in social activities and
volunteering with other Apprentices,
Students and Graduates.

ibm.com/jobs/uk
Ellie
Joined IBM 2014

@IBMCareersUKI

@IBMCareersUKI

INTERVIEW

MYLES MCLEOD
One half of BAFTA award-winning animators The Brothers McLeod

WHAT WAS YOUR ROUTE INTO YOUR CAREER?

HOW DO YOU USE IT IN YOUR JOB?

I’m a writer. To begin with, I took any work resembling writing, so
wrote very long scripts for health and safety e-learning courses.
Despite the dry subject matter it challenged me to write for the
screen - to think visually, and not rely on dialogue. I also came
up with short funny sketches with my brother. He would then
animate them and we shared them online. The more we did that
the better we got. Eventually, I decided to study for a part-time MA
Screenwriting at Bournemouth University. After completing that I got
my first commission writing for children’s TV. (I also do voice acting,
but mostly for our own productions.)

Although I do keep notebooks for ideas and meetings, I
predominantly use a computer for work. I learned to touch type
years ago. The best thing I ever did. No more staring at the
keyboard! No more typing really slowly with two fingers! Mostly
I use Word, google docs, Final Draft so nothing very technical.
I also manage some WordPress based websites using my basic
understanding of web development.

WOULD YOU USE A DIFFERENT ROUTE NOW?

I think I would use the same route or some version of it. The key
for me was the mix of studying theory and the practical side of just
making lots and lots of things.

HAS YOUR JOB CHANGED SINCE YOU STARTED WORKING IN IT?
Yes and no. The essentials of storytelling haven’t changed since
Aristotle! But other things have changed: open world games; VOD
platforms like Netflix; YouTube has changed from a kind of wild west
of content to something more focussed on so-called YouTube stars.

IF YOU COULD GIVE YOUR 15-YEAR-OLD SELF, WHAT ADVICE
DO YOU WISH YOU’D HAD?
Probably, get fit. I only started working out in my thirties. It helped
improve my ability to work effectively, to feel upbeat and positive. It
also improved my self-esteem.

ANYTHING YOU WANT TO ADD? THE MOST BIZARRE THING
THAT HAS EVER HAPPENED TO YOU IN YOUR WORK?
I’ve written a lot of episodes of children’s animation. You don’t often
meet the voice artists, but when the show is broadcast you do get to
hear lines you’ve written read by some pretty famous people. I’ve
always been a bit of a Star Trek nut so it was ace to hear William
Shatner reading my script.
The most bizarre thing though was probably doing animation for
the Royal Shakespeare Company. I was in a room recording voices
from a script I’d written with David Tennant. I was voicing one of the
other parts: a Bristolian pig. That doesn’t happen every day.
To see some of the Brothers McLeod’s great stuff, go to www.bromc.uk
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NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP WEEK 2019

NATIONAL
APPRENTICESHIP WEEK 2019
Are you thinking about going down the apprenticeship route? What
better time than National Apprenticeship Week to find out more about
the opportunities available to you! Never considered an apprenticeship
before? You might be pleasantly surprised by what they can offer you!
WHAT IS NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP WEEK? (NAW)
National Apprenticeship Week brings together employers, schools,
colleges, universities and apprentices. Everyone gets involved to
celebrate the opportunities offered by apprenticeships. National
Apprenticeship Week enables young people to gain exposure to
apprenticeship advice and information as well as the opportunity to
attend events aimed at potential apprentices.
National Apprenticeship Week is a great time to find out more
about what life as an apprentice is really like. Each year, employers
produce helpful guides, podcasts and videos giving you an insight
into apprenticeship programmes and how they can benefit you. This
is also a good chance to hear from current apprentices who speak
about their journey.

BLAZE A TRAIL
The theme for National Apprenticeship Week 2019 is ‘Blaze a Trail’.
This focuses on the new apprenticeship opportunities available while
also highlighting what an apprenticeship is all about. It’s a chance
for employers, parents, career advisors, career leaders, teachers and
students to recognise the advancement of apprenticeships and for
colleges and training providers to continue raising the skill levels.
Want to get involved in National Apprenticeship Week 2019? Start
with social media, where you’ll find top employers and training
providers celebrating the amazing opportunities they have to offer! If
using social media remember to use #NAW2019 and #BlazeATrail.

SHOW YOUR SUPPORT THIS
NATIONAL APPRENTICESHIP WEEK
Wondering how you can show your support for the 12th
annual National Apprenticeship Week? There is so much you
can do! Get involved on social media by going to Facebook
and clicking edit on your profile picture and adding the
‘Blaze a Trail’ frame to your photo. Show your love for
apprenticeships on Instagram with the motion graphic. This
highlights the passion, energy and vibrancy of apprentices.
Discuss with your employer how they will be promoting the
week, find out whether you can get involved and showcase
your brilliant work. Think about Q&A’s, contribute to a blog or
share your experiences on social media. On the 6th March,
it’s #askanapprentice day so get involved!
Could you influence the future generation of apprentices by
sharing your journey? There are already over 150 school
events happening in the UK. From speaking in schools and
colleges to sharing your stories online.
Follow the National Apprenticeship Service:
@Apprenticeships / @FireItUp_Apps
@fireitupapps
FireItUpApps

STILL WANT TO GRADUATE IN
YOUR CAP AND GOWN?
For those who think apprenticeships are aimed at people who
didn’t do well at school, you might want to think again! You
can now do a degree apprenticeship which allows you to
avoid student debt while still gaining a degree and vital work
experience. With tuition fees rising many young people are
turning to apprenticeships to qualify at degree level. Not only
do degree apprenticeships give you the opportunity to get a
debt-free qualification but you’ll also be getting paid! Sound
too good to be true? It’s not!
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EXCITING OPPORTUNITIES FOR EVERYONE!
Wherever your interests lie we’re sure you’ll find an apprenticeship
that suits your career aspirations. There is an extensive range of
apprenticeships from engineering, technology, hairdressing, barbering,
health and social care, childcare and teaching, manufacturing,
construction, aerospace plus 100’s of more opportunities!

COULD APPRENTICESHIPS BE THE FUTURE?
More and more students are turning to apprenticeships and they are
constantly improving in quality. Both the government and employers
are serious about promoting apprenticeships and are making them
bigger and better than ever. Inspiring young people and highlighting
the benefits that apprenticeships offer is crucial to ensuring students
can make a well-informed decision about the future.

APPRENTICESHIPS AREN’T JUST FOR TRADES
There’s a common misconception that apprenticeships are
just for learning a skilled trade. This is far from true! Did you
know that there are over 400 different types of apprenticeships
available? These cover a variety of industries from engineering
to hairdressing, accounting and midwifery - there really is
something for everyone.
Apprenticeships are becoming an increasingly popular choice
amongst school leavers. If you’re looking for a hands-on
alternative to university then an apprenticeship could be perfect
for you. Apprenticeships give you the chance to work alongside
industry experts who will help you to develop your skills while
earning and learning. Apprenticeships combine on and off the
job training which enables you to become equipped with highly
sought skills, work experience and a nationally recognised
qualification. This is relevant to the industry you’re passionate
about starting your career in.

FEELING
INSPIRED?
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

Don’t forget to check out the latest apprenticeship vacancies on https://careermap.co.uk/
and follow us on social media:
@CareerMapNews

@careermap.uk

career_map
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DEGREE APPRENTICESHIPS

DEGREE
APPRENTICESHIPS
Uni not for you? Looking for a credible alternative?
You’ll be pleased to know that degree apprenticeships are on the rise. The relatively new type
of programme offers a different pathway to learning which can help you to kick-start your
career. Degree apprenticeships are rapidly expanding.
Currently, there are 75 types of degree apprenticeships with more being developed!

LIKE THE SOUND OF A DEBT-FREE DEGREE?

WHAT DEGREE APPRENTICESHIPS CAN I DO?

University isn’t the right pathway for everyone and this
shouldn’t limit your opportunities when it comes to securing
your dream career. Are you keen to get out into the world of
work? A degree apprenticeship could be right up your street.

From architect to bioinformatics scientist, from civil engineer
to cyber security professional - there really is something for
everyone! Degree apprenticeships are offered across a
wide range of industries, to name a few, these can include:
accounting and finance, engineering, teaching, solicitor,
social worker, paramedic, insurance, retail leadership,
nursing, business management, police constable, marketing,
broadcasting, fashion and many more!

Degree apprenticeships combine academic study on a parttime basis at university. The rest of the time will be spent with
your employer in the workplace. Degree apprenticeships
typically take between three and six years to complete.
This depends on the course level and the industry you’re
working in. A degree apprenticeship presents you with the
opportunity to gain a full bachelor’s degree (Level 6) or a
master’s degree (Level 7) while earning and learning.

Visit www.careermap.co.uk to find live degree and higher
apprenticeship opportunities.

UNIVERSITY DEGREE VS DEGREE APPRENTICESHIP
Are you indecisive as to whether a degree apprenticeship or university degree is right for you?
Choosing what to do next after school and college can be a daunting task.
Both pathways offer fantastic career prospects - it’s all about doing what’s right for you!
Some people prefer the academic route and love drilling down into theory.
Other people would prefer to learn on the job where you’ll face real-life challenges while developing
skills and gaining work experience. Not every industry offers degree apprenticeships, so when deciding
what to do next in your career, make sure you check that a degree apprenticeship is available.
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ARE DEGREE APPRENTICESHIPS A VIABLE
ALTERNATIVE TO UNIVERSITY?
Absolutely! Degree apprenticeships can lead to a successful
career just like a university degree can and you’ll be qualifying
at the same level as your uni peers. A degree apprenticeship
is a good way to avoid student debt as your employer and the
government will cover the cost of your tuition fees.
There are various benefits to a degree apprenticeship. From
being seen as more employable once you graduate to
gaining industry-specific experience and relevant skills which
employers want. Plus you’ll even be getting paid to train and
have no university debt!

WHO CAN DO A DEGREE APPRENTICESHIP?
Wondering whether you’re eligible for a degree
apprenticeship? As long as you’re able to work in the UK,
aren’t currently undertaking full-time study and don’t already
hold a degree in the job role you’re applying for then you
can do a degree apprenticeship! There are no upper age
restrictions to an apprenticeship. The grades needed to
apply for a degree apprenticeship will vary depending on
your employer, however, you’ll usually need A-levels or an
equivalent qualification.
Career changer? School leaver? A degree apprenticeship
could be for you!

READY TO SECURE YOUR DEGREE WHILE EARNING AND LEARNING?
If you’ve decided a degree apprenticeship is for you then you can careermap.co.uk to get started.

Take a step closer to your dream career.
Follow us on social media:
@CareerMapNews

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

@careermap.uk
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SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

BUSINESS & FINANCE

I need a dollar...
While it’s not true that money makes the world go
round (that’s down to gravity and stuff), it’s certainly
important. Working in business and finance - sometimes
called financial services - means helping to run the
processes that keep financial markets, banks and
businesses running. It’s not all about cold numbers:
helping people make the right choices about how to
manage their money can be a big part of the job, so it’s
also an industry with a very human side.

Sponsored by

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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ABOUT
BUSINESS AND FINANCE

We all have a relationship with money. Every time we
buy or sell something we contribute to the economy
and make a tiny change to the big picture. Meanwhile,
everyone else – people, businesses, even countries
– does the same thing. With so much going on, it’s
not surprising that the finance sector employs so
many people – around seven percent of the entire UK
workforce, in fact – to keep track of it. That’s good
news if you want to get involved.
Sponsored by
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WHAT CAN I DO?
Because it’s a big sector, career paths in business and finance lead
to a few different professions. You might work in accountancy and
finance, for example, helping individuals, businesses, charities or
even the government; or perhaps you’ll work in banking, taking care
of money matters on behalf of all kinds of customers, big and small.
Knowing what to do with money (other than trying not to spend all
of it on nice things) can be tricky for anyone, so another area is
financial planning, advising people and organisations on the best
way to spend, save and invest it.
Tied in to the fact that we never know exactly what’s around the
corner is the insurance industry, which helps us protect against the
unexpected. Work in this area and you might be dealing with home,
car, life or even pet insurance, collaborating with other companies or
dealing with customers directly.
Finally, investment and pensions companies need people to predict
what the stock markets are going to do, trade stocks, provide analysis
and support and much more. You could be filling any of these roles in
a huge company, maybe working overseas, or even setting up your
own firm.

SKILLS TO PAY THE BILLS
While a head for figures is definitely helpful in some roles in
the finance sector, it’s not the only thing that employers look for.
You’ll need to be good at maths and English, yes, but this is very
much a people-focused area so things like being a good team
player, communicating well with others and having a responsible,
professional attitude are also really important.

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES INDUSTRY
CONTRIBUTED £176 BILLION TO THE
UK ECONOMY IN 2015
(Source: thecityuk.com)

ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
REED, THE AVERAGE SALARY FOR THE
INDUSTRY IS £45,467
(Source: Reed)

2.2 MILLION PEOPLE WORK ACROSS
THE UK IN FINANCIAL SERVICES
(Source: Nomis)

YOU COULD WORK IN...
• Accountancy firms
• High street banks
• Finance departments
• Customer service centres
• Local businesses

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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THERE ARE AROUND 100 HIGHER AND DEGREE APPRENTICESHIPS AVAILABLE, WITH MORE IN
DEVELOPMENT, INCLUDING FOUNDATION DEGREES, HNDS & FULL HONOURS DEGREES.

You might be surprised by some of the other skills that come in
handy, like languages, or an understanding of different cultures and
the way their societies view money (for example, home ownership is
a big part of the UK’s financial personality). Imagination counts too,
particularly when predicting the markets or what the next big thing
in business might be.
Don’t worry though, these skills (and more) are all things that your
training will help you develop. You’ll learn about the technical side
of things, but also build your confidence in the workplace – and
as the finance sector has lots of opportunities to gain advanced
qualifications and move into senior roles, you really could start at
the bottom and end up as the boss of a multinational company.

TRAINING: APPRENTICESHIPS
The level of Apprenticeship available varies slightly depending on
the part of the sector you enter – banking, for example, only offers
higher Apprenticeships. Broadly, though, there are three levels:
Level Two (Intermediate) –
equivalent to GCSEs / Standard Grades
Level Three (Advanced) –
equivalent to A Levels / Highers
Level Four (Higher) –
equivalent to Foundation Degree / Advanced Highers
Some of the UK’s biggest firms – including Aviva, Deloitte and PwC –
offer Apprenticeships, but you’ll find that many more small to mediumsized enterprises (often referred to as ‘SMEs’) offer them too.
It’s also possible to do a degree Apprenticeship in areas like
banking, which starts you off as an Apprentice and trains you right
up to degree level, all from leaving school – check out learning
providers like BPP (BPP.com) for more information.

TRAINING: DEGREES
You don’t necessarily need a specific degree in business and finance
to work in the industry. Many employers look for the right attitude
and a general set of graduate-level skills, so a degree qualification in
anything from German to Art History might be relevant.

SCHOOL LEAVER PROGRAMMES
Some major employers in this sector offer school leaver
programmes. They do what it says on the tin: you join straight
from school, either after GCSEs or A Levels – depending on the
programme – and start work immediately. Along the way you’ll
receive training, which can include Apprenticeships, degrees
and professional qualifications, as well as on-the-job learning;
and you’ll be paid, too. Hit Google with ‘school leaver
programmes’ to find out more.

MORE
INFO
42 | ISSUE 11

If you’re interested in a business-related course, degree programmes
include Bachelors programmes in Business and Finance,
Accountancy and Business Management. Unlike Apprenticeships,
degrees tend to focus more on the academic and theoretical side of
things - rather than work-based learning - and you’ll study for three
or four years with a university to gain your degree.
To be accepted onto a degree course you’ll need the right
qualifications. That might be A Levels; an IB; or relevant
Scottish Highers. You can also progress to a degree after an
Apprenticeship. The UCAS website and individual unis will be
able to give you more info.

Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales – ICAEW.com
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants – ACCAglobal.com
Chartered Institute of Insurance – CII.co.uk
theCityUK.com – general info about financial services
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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LIFE IN
BUSINESS AND FINANCE
With so much variety in the finance sector, there’s no
shortage of jobs to choose from, each offering a different
experience and working environment.
Apprenticeships are becoming more and more popular
as way to get started, with many students and employers
seeing them as a great alternative to university. With the right
Apprenticeship you can get degree-level qualifications and
land a well paid job without any student debt to worry about.
Whoever you work for, they’ll help you get the skills you need
with carefully structured training – many employers have been
running Apprenticeships for years, so you’ll be in good hands.
But whether you arrive via the Apprenticeship route, a degree
or perhaps a school leaver programme, the opportunities
and challenges will be similar. Lots of people are office-based
(although not everyone), so you might be part of a team in an
accounts or finance department of a larger company (which
could be anything from a bookseller to a bowler hat maker);
on the other hand, you might work for a specialist accountancy
firm or financial adviser.
Alternatively, you could work for a branch of a high street
bank, which might mean a role where you’re meeting and
helping members of the public. Or you could be employed by
a big investment bank, wrangling the numbers on behalf of
global corporations.
Let’s be clear: at the top levels of financial services, things get
pretty tough. You can expect long hours, a demanding work
environment and a lot of pressure to perform. However, many
people can and do thrive, and the money is good in return
for your efforts. At every level, though, there’s the chance to
develop professional skills, gain high level qualifications and
build a career. You might even pick up some handy tips on
how to make your money go further along the way...

Find Apprenticeships and jobs in
business and finance near you at
www.careermap.co.uk

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

THE GAMING INDUSTRY

Take your career to another level
Gaming is the world’s biggest entertainment
industry and one that’s as fast-moving as the
onscreen action. Everyone’s looking to create
the next smash hit gaming phenomenon and
there are plenty of opportunities to unlock a
great career and gain skills in an exciting,
ever-evolving industry.

Sponsored by
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ABOUT
THE GAMING INDUSTRY

Sponsored by
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The Gaming industry is thriving. It encompasses roles in
everything from design to marketing and spans small
design studios to multi-national household names, such
as Microsoft, Nintendo and Sega. In the UK, the gaming
industry is enjoying massive growth and the search is
always on for the industry’s next generation of stars. It’s
an industry that few will grow tired of, especially with
the variety of career paths and continual technological
advancements, but should anyone desire a change in the
future, then a lot of skills are transferable.

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

SECTOR SPOTLIGHT

WHAT CAN I DO?
A great deal more than you may think! Choose the gaming industry
and there are loads of different roles throughout the production
process of developing and delivering a game, from the initial idea
to bringing it to market. You could be the driving force behind
the next Fortnite as a product manager, the designer of groundbreaking graphics, a programming mastermind or, the dream
job for many an avid gamer, a tester. And then there’s the rise of
ESports where the best of the best make their living from competing.

GAMING SKILLS
It’s not all about being a whizz with your fingers and having a
passion for shoot ‘em ups, although that certainly helps! Choose to
have an influence on the design of a game as an artist and you’ll
need excellent drawing skills to transfer the original concept from an
idea to paper, while the graphic designer tasked with making the
drawings a gaming reality will need experience and qualifications
in 3D/2D design and maths – the more moving action, the more
maths will be required. A programmer will need coding and
computer language skills, while a product/project manager will
need an understanding of the industry as a whole and how to
position a game so that it appeals to its target audience.

TODAY, THERE ARE OVER 2,000 GAMING
COMPANIES IN THE UK
(SOURCE: BRITISH COUNCIL)

THE UK GAMING INDUSTRY IS AMONGST
THE LARGEST IN THE WORLD AND WORTH
£4 BILLION
(SOURCE: BRITISH COUNCIL)

YOU COULD WORK IN...
•
•
•
•

Design studios
Software developing agencies
Multi-national video game companies
Specialist game retailers

WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

OVER 20,000 PEOPLE ARE EMPLOYED IN
THE UK GAMING INDUSTRY
(SOURCE: BBC)
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A TYPICAL GAMES DEVELOPMENT STUDIO WILL HAVE 80 PER CENT OF STAFF QUALIFIED
TO DEGREE LEVEL OR ABOVE AND MANY STUDIOS PROVIDE ON-GOING TRAINING.

Apprenticeships
Dedicated gaming apprenticeships are scarce, but there are
technology apprenticeships aplenty. For example, Microsoft UK has
its own apprentice programme, delivered via a number of partners,
that provide core skills for an IT-based career, while Nintendo
also offers apprenticeships via its European hub. More likely to
be available though, are those with smaller, independent IT-based
businesses. There are apprenticeships at three levels:

GAMING CAREERS
Here are some of the areas in the gaming industry where you could
find a job:
Design – artist, graphic designer, animator, sound designer
Programming – graphics engine programmer, artificial intelligence
programmer, tool programmer, level builder, software engineer,
software developer
Production – Project manager, producer, tester, marketing
executive/manager
ESPORTS – Professional gamer, observer, agent, referee, event manager
The gaming industry also includes sales, customer support and
communications roles, with many senior and management
positions available.

TRAINING
To get the skills you need, the most available path is via further
education. However, there are different ways to break into the industry:

Work-based & work-related qualifications
Relevant NVQ and BTEC programmes include:
• Computer science
• Computing
• Graphic design
• IT (Information technology
• Computer studies
• Computer animation

MORE
INFO

To work in the industry at a senior level, relevant programmes in
business studies, management and business technology could also
prove useful.
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Level Two (Intermediate) –
Equivalent to GCSEs / Standard Grades
Level Three (Advanced) –
Equivalent to A Levels / Highers
Level Four (Higher) –
Equivalent to Foundation Degree / Advanced Highers
Apprenticeships include:
• Software developer
• Creative coder
• Website developer
• Mobile app developer
• IT and design
• Digital design
• Graphic design

A Levels, Highers and Bachelors Degrees
Useful A Levels / Scottish Highers might include:
• Science, technology, engineering and maths (STEM) subjects
• ICT (information, communication, technology)
• IT, graphic design, art
• Marketing
A degree will give you invaluable knowledge of the industry and
a recognised qualification to kick start your career. Hundreds of
courses are available across the country and to see what best suits
you and what qualifications (A Levels / Scottish Highers / Scottish
Advanced Highers / IB modules) are needed to get a place, visit
the UCAS website
Examples of the industry-specific degrees available include
Computer Games Technology, Games Design, Creative Computing
(Gaming), Video Game Design & Production, Computer Science;
and Animation and Game Art. Computer programming, art and
graphic design courses.

The Association For UK Interactive Entertainment - ukie.org.uk
British Esports Association - britishesports.org
Independent Game Developers’ Association (Tiga) - tiga.org
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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LIFE IN
THE GAMING INDUSTRY
Gaming technology is ever-evolving and so are
the career opportunities it presents.
You could simply be sketching characters on a pad, making
scamps a reality with your design skills, programming in
the codes needed for industry-leading gameplay, checking
for those annoying glitches or even overseeing a team that
is about to launch the next big game. You could also be
advising eager gamers in a retail role or even participating in
an ESports event.
If you’re on the developing side, then you’ll need to mix
enthusiasm with creativity and have a head for numbers.
If it’s you that’s tasked with making a game a success then
you’ll need business acumen and the ability to spot trends
before they happen.
The reality is that many ideas or games won’t make it past the
planning stages, but contribute to a smash hit game or app
and you could find yourself taking on a lot more responsibility.
Game developing is a real team effort - make it to the top and
you could be a studio’s leading figure or even overseeing
a whole department at managerial level. Don’t forget that
a great game is only a commercial success if people know
about it, so there’s plenty of scope for marketing and PR roles
where gaming and industry knowledge will really pay off.
For the developing side, in particular, you’ll need industryrecognised qualifications and will be prepared to start from the
bottom in a job that huge numbers will apply for. However, no
matter if you secure such a role or end up working in a different
area of gaming, then you’ll be powering up your own skills,
confidence and ultimately your career.

Find Apprenticeships and jobs in the
gaming industry near you at
www.careermap.co.uk
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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LAUNCH A FUN
AND EXCITING
CAREER WITH
A MARSTON’S
APPRENTICESHIP

DON’T MISS OUT
APPLY TODAY!

SOCIAL MEDIA

HOW TO:
SAY THE RIGHT THING
ON SOCIAL MEDIA
THERE ARE 44 MILLION ACTIVE SOCIAL MEDIA USERS
IN THE UK, EQUALLING 66 PER CENT OF THE POPULATION*
(*Data for January 2018. Source: www.statista.com)

If you’re applying for a job or course, there’s a chance that those handling your application
will pay as much attention to your online presence as they will to any forms you’ve filled in.
The myriad social media platforms present a great way to showcase
your passions and personality, but they’re also a way to show
yourself in a bad light. If there’s one thing to remember above all else
and which you should consider before posting comments or photos
online, it’s that anyone and everyone can see it – forever! What
you think now may well change in 20 years, but you’ll always be
associated with having that opinion if it’s in the public domain.
Here are a few pointers to help you avoid a social media meltdown:

• Never upload anything you wouldn’t want everyone to see
• Respect other people’s opinions, even if they’re not yours

But while you need to be careful about what you include, remember
that there’s plenty that you can post which will make you more
attractive to potential employers or further education institutions.
After all, that’s what they’re looking for – reasons to accept you
rather than not to.
Include something that will show your character and nature in a positive
light and share content that you believe others will find interesting.
You can maintain privacy settings of course, but these aren’t a
safeguard and it’s worth doing a search for yourself online to see the
results – this is what everyone else will see when they look for you.

• Don’t post questionable photos of yourself or others
• Never post offensive jokes or material
• Avoid emotionally-charged comments,
such as those relating to your personal
situation or relationships
• Don’t get dragged into other people’s
arguments and never feed the trolls!

HELPFUL LINKS:
Safe Internet
www.safeinternet.org.uk
Childnet
www.childnet.com
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK
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STUDY FASHION
FOR FREE!
Excellent alternative to apprenticeships
Choose from courses such as Fashion
Design, Buying, Retail Management and
Marketing
Study at Level 2, 3, 4 and Degree
Delivered two days per week over 1-2
years
A range of bursaries available

Apply now at: fashionretailacademy.ac.uk

EXAMS

HOW TO:

PREPARE FOR EXAMS
SLEEP IS ESSENTIAL TO PERFORM TO YOUR BEST: UNDER 18S NEED UP TO
8-9 HOURS OF SLEEP A DAY WITH THOSE OVER 18 NEEDING 7-8 HOURS.
(source: www.sleepcouncil.org.uk)

Whether you’re sitting your first or your hundredth exam, everyone gets butterflies at some point.
Solid revision and not being afraid to ask for help are ultimately the key to success, but it’s equally important to
consider and action some other factors to make the process less daunting. Better still, none are rocket science and
all will have a big impact on preparing you physically and mentally for your exams.
Here are a few tips to help you on your way to exam success:

A PROBLEM SHARED…

Study with friends. It’s great for motivation and going through
questions together. Plus, it’ll stop any chances of loneliness
and getting over-anxious about the exams.

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT

Have a go at some previous exam papers.
It will help with your time management and give you
an idea of your strengths and weaknesses.

GET SOME SLEEP

Forget all-night study sessions – sleep is vital and it improves
concentration and memory recall.

TAKE REGULAR BREAKS

Revising is great but you have to give your brain a break.
10-15 minutes’ downtime is all it takes to feel refreshed.

WATCH WHAT YOU EAT

TIME FLIES

Set aside enough time to revise. Last-minute cramming works for
some, but a structured approach to revision is definitely best.

CLEAR THE CLUTTER

Try to limit or avoid the foods that can leave you
feeling lethargic, such as fast food and those
with a high sugar content.

LET’S HAVE A DRINK

Ideally, find some study space where you can spread out your
books, feel comfortable and which is free of distractions.

You need to be well hydrated for your brain to work at its best.
Drink plenty of water during your revision times
and try to avoid caffeine.

GET READY FOR EXAM DAY

You’ll probably be nervous enough without running around to see if you’ve got your keys, stationery etc, so get it all ready in advance.

HELPFUL
LINKS:
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

www.bbc.com/bitesize - BBC Bitsize
www.officeforstudents.org.uk - Office for Students
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Be more

awesome
We turn raw talent into real success.

Everyday at Paragon Skills, we meet brilliant young people
who have incredible raw talent and are eager to kick-start
their career. We help to guide and coach them through their
Apprenticeship journey to ensure they are on the right track.

We know you have tough
decisions to make about your
future, and want to help you
make the right choice.
Call Paragon Skills on
0800 783 2545 or email

enquiries@pgon.co.uk

today for Apprenticeship
advice, or scan the QR code to
see our latest Apprenticeship
vacancies.

We have vacancies within the
following sectors across the
country.
• Adult Care
• Hair & Beauty
• Childcare & Education
• Customer Experience
• Automotive & Marine
• Leadership & Management
• Business Administration
• Accountancy

FEATURE

HOW TO:

WRITE A PERSONAL STATEMENT
THE IDEAL LENGTH FOR A COVER LETTER TO ACCOMPANY A
JOB APPLICATION IS CONSIDERED TO BE BETWEEN 250-400 WORDS.
(Source: www.indeed.com)

Whether you’re applying for a course or
taking a tentative first step into the world of
work, it’s a near certainty that you’ll need to
write a personal statement or covering letter.

HERE’S A FEW POINTERS TO CONSIDER
WHEN PUTTING PEN TO PAPER:
• Know the course or company. Do your research and explain
what it is about the content or business that really interests you

The personal statement is just that – an opportunity to tell
your potential college or employer what makes you the best
fit for their course or role.

• A good opening line will grab attention, but don’t try to be
too clever

A personal statement for a college application will differ from
a covering letter which accompanies a job application –
UCAS even has a set template – but there are similarities in
how you can approach both.

• Try not to repeat what is already covered in the formal
application, but do briefly mention your achievements and
experience, majoring on those where there is a relevance to
what you are applying for

Chances are you won’t get it right first time, so don’t get
frustrated if the words don’t come straightaway. Take your
time, follow the above tips and you’ll soon have a draft that
does you and your skills justice.

• Keep it brief and be straight to the point

• If you have no work experience, think about what you have
done that shows your character, such as where you have
responsibility or have demonstrated commitment
• Be completely honest
• Take your time and do a few drafts
• Read it back to someone/ask them to proofread it
• End well. If you’re applying for a job, finish by saying how
you would have a positive impact on the business

HELPFUL
LINKS:
WWW.CAREERMAP.CO.UK

www.ucas.com - UCAS
www.princes-trust.org.uk - Prince’s Trust
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CAREERS

TOP 10 INTERESTING CAREERS
From the fun to the serious and the cool to the diverse, there are thousands of jobs out there. Some you
might not even of heard of. Struggling to decide which careers interest you? We’ve put together a list of
the top 10 interesting careers. Check them out to get inspired or see if one of them is your calling!

1. CYBER SECURITY

6. ETHICAL HACKER

From the MI5 to GCHQ and the MI6 who knows where a career in
cyber security could take you. GCHQ offer a government National
Cyber Security Programme. Cyberfirst is an apprenticeship which
helps young people to gain an insight into cyber security while
you’ll be working with some of the most cutting-edge technologies. If
you want to earn and learn while gaining professional qualifications
then an apprenticeship could be the right route for you.

Want to break the rules but for all the right reasons? Ethical hackers
use their hacking skills to identify security vulnerabilities in networks
and systems. Unlike unethical hackers, an ethical hacker doesn’t
seek personal again and instead provides organisations with crucial
advice on where they need to strengthen their cyber security.

2. CIVIL ENGINEER

Are you a passionate gamer? Why not consider a career in game
design? Creativity will be at the heart of everything you do. As a game
designer, you’ll bring to the table innovative ideas while designing fun
and advanced games which will enhance the user experience.

Do you want to work on state of the art projects? A civil engineering
career provides you with exciting opportunities to get involved with
the design, development and construction of various projects. If
you’re looking for a challenging career then this could be just what
you’re looking for!

3. SEO SPECIALIST
SEO specialists are vital to the online presence of an organisation.
As an SEO specialist, you’ll be responsible for increasing website
traffic and high ranking placements in the results of a search
engine. You could be creating content, infographics, ensuring
websites are accessible, link building and using social media
to increase traffic. If you’re looking to begin your career in a
constantly evolving industry then this could be the job for you.

4. FORENSIC PATHOLOGIST
As a forensic pathologist, you’ll investigate the deaths of people
under suspicious circumstances and look into homicides. From
performing autopsies to writing reports, you’ll face daily challenges
and will need to be resilient to overcome these.

5. RAIL ENGINEER
Do you want to help keep people moving? A rail engineering
career could be perfect for you! Millions of people every day rely
heavily on rail connections. Rail engineers are vital to operations
and you could be working on some of the most groundbreaking
projects within the rail industry.

7. GAME DESIGNER

8. EVENT PLANNER
Think weddings, birthdays, charity event and more! To make an
event a success event planners are essential. Event planners use
their multitasking skills to ensure everything runs smoothly on the
big day - whatever occasion that might be. From using problemsolving skills to resolve chaotic situations and organisational skills
ensuring everything is in order, this is a diverse career which plenty
of challenges and rewards.

9. FASHION
Do you have a passion for fashion? Why not turn this into your
profession? There are a wide variety of jobs in the fashion industry.
From fashion design to fashion retail, buying and merchandising
plus much more. This is an exciting industry to be a part of!

10. SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
Are you able to think outside of the box? Passionate about technology?
A career in software developing is extremely exciting and you could be
working with innovative technologies to build and test software while
also analysing the test results so you can correct any errors.

Think one of these top 10 interesting careers are for you?
See what opportunities are available at CareerMap.co.uk
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Fund your future
We have scholarships
and bursaries available
of at least £1,000 to
support your studies.
Whether you’re just about to start
on an IET accredited course at
university, are already enrolled on one,
or even if you are working through
an IET approved apprenticeship,
we have funding available to
support your engineering passion.

Find out which scheme is
right for you and apply today:

theiet.org/scholarships
The Institution of Engineering and Technology is registered as a Charity in England and Wales (No. 211014) and Scotland (No. SC038698).
Michael Faraday House, Six Hills Way, Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SG1 2AY, United Kingdom.

WHY STUDY… MATHS

STRENGTH
IN NUMBERS
Are your maths skills up to the job?
Whatever you decide to do as a career, a good understanding of everyday maths is
essential. Many people are intimidated by numbers, but using numbers doesn’t have to
be scary. In fact, by increasing your confidence in maths, you’ll not only improve your
career prospects but you’ll also be able to manage your personal life better!
Good numeracy skills are key to solving many everyday problems. But what do we
mean by ‘numeracy’? It isn’t the same as being able to do complicated calculations.
It’s about being able to use numbers to solve everyday problems. Whether you need to
work out what bus you need to catch to allow time to get to an interview or to manage
your money, being confident in handling numbers is a crucial skill in today’s world.
Although some careers might be more obviously linked to maths, such as accounting
or engineering, being able to use numbers effectively is vital to a huge number of
other careers you might not have thought of. All kinds of people in all sorts of jobs use
everyday maths skills, from nurses to electricians to fashion designers. In fact, being
confident with numbers is a core skill in a vast number of careers. Anyone can learn
and improve their maths skills, with the right mindset!
So pay attention in lessons and ask for support if you need it!

HERE ARE SOME GOOD PLACES TO GET SUPPORT:
BBC Bitesize
www.bbc.com/bitesize/subjects/z38pycw
Take a quiz with instant feedback and detailed explanations with Gojimo:
www.gojimo.com
Create your own flashcards with Quizlet:
quizlet.com
If Maths passed you by at school, Citizen Maths may be for you:
www.citizenmaths.com
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Through her Apprenticeship
Tasmin developed the skills to build
a successful career. You could too.
We invest a lot in our apprentices because
we want you to be the future of our business.

–– Competitive salary
–– Extensive training and development
–– Excellent opportunities for
career progression
–– Support to gain professional qualifications
–– Apprenticeships available at locations
across Great Britain

Find out more:
www.networkrail.co.uk/apprenticeships

